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Studies of object representations often ask whether
recognition performance is affected by changes to the ob-
server’s view of the object. This question is central to our
understanding of object perception, in that the degree to
which recognition is view dependent may determine the
specificity of our representations, thereby constraining
models of recognition. Evidence that recognition is slower
or less accurate for rotated objects supports the idea that
representations are specific to previously studied views.
Evidence that recognition is unaffected by view changes
is somewhat ambiguous: Either the representation is view
independent, or observers can rapidly extrapolate from
previously studied views to the new view. Models based
on view-dependent representations typically predict that
recognition latency and/or error should increase as the
magnitude of the view change increases (e.g., Bülthoff,
Edelman, & Tarr, 1995; Diwadkar & McNamara, 1997;
Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Humphrey & Khan, 1992;

Logothetis & Pauls, 1995; Tarr & Pinker, 1989; Tarr, Wil-
liams, Hayward, & Gauthier, 1998; Ullman, 1989). Models
based on view-independent representations (e.g., struc-
tural descriptions) predict no effect of view changes on
recognition, provided that the basic structure of the ob-
ject can be recovered from the new view (e.g., Bieder-
man & Cooper, 1991; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993;
Cooper, Biederman, & Hummel, 1992).

Both classes of models are based only on the informa-
tion provided by the retinal projection of the object, either
implicitly or explicitly ignoring extraretinal influences on
recognition performance. Hence, to our knowledge, al-
most all previous studies of individual object recognition
have examined the effect of view changes by rotating an
object in front of a stationary observer (a few exceptions
are noted below). Furthermore, in almost all cases, both
the object and the view change were simulated on a com-
puter display. Such object orientation changes are assumed
to be functionally equivalent to a change in the observer’s
viewing position (i.e., a viewpoint change) because the
change to the retinal projection caused by an object rota-
tion can be made equivalent to that caused by observer
movement. In fact, object rotations are frequently re-
ferred to as “viewpoint” changes in the literature. This
approach has dominated research on object recognition,
in part because of this pervasive theoretical assumption,
but also because computerized displays are easier to gen-
erate and allow parametric variation of the stimuli. In
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vious studies focusing on the recognition of spatial layouts across view changes, observers performed
better in an old/new object recognition task when view changes were caused by viewer movement than
when they were caused by object rotation. This difference between viewpoint and orientation changes
was due not to the visual background, but to the extraretinal information available during real observer
movements. Models of object recognition need to consider other information available to an observer
in addition to the retinal projection in order to fully understand object recognition in the real world.
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contrast, real viewpoint changes require a mobile ob-
server, making studies with real viewpoint changes prag-
matically more difficult to conduct.

One series of studies has addressed the relationship
between observer orientation and object recognition (e.g.,
Rock, 1973; Rock & DiVita, 1987). These studies used
real objects (often novel wire frame objects) to study the
effect of rotations in the picture plane. Such rotations
typically diminish recognition performance (Biederman
& Gerhardstein, 1993; Rock & DiVita, 1987), much as
rotations in depth can impair recognition performance.
Importantly, Rock (1973) contrasted the environmental
orientation of the object with the retinal projection of
that object by tilting the observer. When observers were
tilted, object recognition performance was still based on
the environmental orientation of the object, suggesting
that the retinal orientation was not as critical. In other
words, an observer rotation was not detrimental in the
same way that a display rotation was (Rock, 1973), sug-
gesting some degree of invariance to observer rotation.
However, given that models proposing view-independent
representations focus almost exclusively on invariance
to rotations in depth rather than to rotations in the picture
plane (see Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993, for motiva-
tions underlying this practice), these studies do not directly
address the degree to which observer position in space
affects object recognition.

Although studies of individual object representations
have not considered the impact of observer viewpoint
changes, the literatures on navigation and perspective-
taking strongly suggest that observer movement plays an
important role in maintaining and updating spatial repre-
sentations. Humans and other species can update spatial
relationships across changes in position. For example, in-
sects and rodents can return to their nests or feeding loca-
tions in a direct path by integrating their body movements
over time (e.g., Gallistel, 1990; Wehner & Srinivasan,
1981). Human children and adults can point to a target
after walking without vision, suggesting they can update
the position of the target relative to themselves using non-
visual information (e.g., Landau, Spelke, & Gleitman,
1984; Loomis et al., 1993; Rieser & Rider, 1991). In fact,
the receptive fields of some neurons in the parietal cor-
tex move according to intended eye movements, suggest-
ing that the parietal cortex anticipates the consequences
of the eye movements on the retinal image and updates
the retinal coordinates of remembered stimuli using extra-
retinal information (Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1992).
In studies of spatial representations in imagined environ-
ments, observers are better able to point to targets fol-
lowing actual movement than following imagined view
changes (e.g., Farrell & Robertson, 1998; Rieser, 1989).
In other words, visual information alone is less useful than
visual information in conjunction with actual observer
movements. All of these studies suggest that extraretinal
information might play an important role in maintaining
a representation of spatial position over time.

On the basis of these studies of spatial updating, we
predicted that recognition of spatial layouts of objects
might similarly benefit from actual observer movement.
Performance should be less disrupted if the view change
is caused by the movements of an observer relative to a
stationary display than if it is caused by the rotation of a
display relative to a stationary observer. Over the past
few years, we have conducted a series of studies investi-
gating the ability to recognize layouts or arrays of ob-
jects across changes in view (Simons & Wang, 1998;
Wang & Simons, 1999). We compared change detection
performance for layouts of objects following two differ-
ent types of view change: display rotations (orientation
changes), and observer movements (viewpoint changes),
while equating for the magnitude of the view change.
Observers viewed an array of five real objects on a cir-
cular table. After a brief delay during which the table was
hidden from view and an object was moved, they viewed
the objects again and tried to determine which of the five
objects had moved relative to the other objects. On some
trials, the table rotated relative to their observation point,
causing a display orientation change of about 40º. On
other trials, the observer moved and the display re-
mained in its original orientation, causing a viewpoint
change of the same size. Across a number of experi-
ments, we found that the ability to identify the moved
object in the array was relatively unaffected by the shift
in viewpoint. In striking contrast, performance was sig-
nificantly worse after an orientation change than when
observers received the same view of the array. Even
though the size of the view change was equated for the
viewpoint and orientation conditions, change detection
performance was view dependent in the orientation con-
dition and relatively view independent in the viewpoint
condition. This basic pattern of results held even when
the retinal projections in the two conditions were equated
by darkening the room and painting the objects with
phosphorescent paint (Simons & Wang, 1998). Because
the retinal images were matched precisely in that exper-
iment, the difference in performance for orientation and
viewpoint changes must be attributed to the extraretinal
information available during observer movement.

Nevertheless, it is not clear whether this distinction
between viewpoint and orientation also applies to single
object recognition. The difference between viewpoint
and orientation changes might be specific to spatial lay-
outs and/or to the specific task used, and not to some-
thing fundamental about object recognition. The task
used in our previous studies relied on a change detection
procedure rather than an old/new recognition task. Ob-
servers viewed a layout of objects and were asked to de-
termine what had changed about the layout. Although
object recognition studies typically ask observers to dis-
criminate old objects from changed or even completely
different objects, most of these studies do not require ob-
servers to determine what precisely was different. Instead,
they simply need to discriminate whether the object was
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the same one or not. Perhaps the change detection task is
somehow more sensitive to the contribution of extraretinal
information. If so, then object recognition performance
may not be differentially affected by the two types of view
change.

Furthermore, object and layout recognition might rely
on different neural processing. In some prominent mod-
els, spatial orientation and updating tasks rely on the dor-
sal “where/how” pathway, whereas object recognition re-
lies more heavily on the ventral “what” pathway
(Goodale & Milner, 1992). For example, evidence from
single-cell physiology suggests that cells in the inferior
temporal cortex often fire in response to individual ob-
jects (e.g., Tanaka, 1993). Furthermore, fMRI evidence
suggests a dissociation in the regions that respond to
faces and other objects and the regions that respond to
spatial layout (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Tong, Naka-
yama, Vaughan, & Kanwisher, 1998). When observers
view faces, areas in the fusiform gyrus are relatively
more active (Tong et al., 1998). In contrast, when ob-
servers view spatial layouts or landmarks, parahippo-
campal regions are more active (Epstein & Kanwisher,
1998). Together, these findings suggest that spatial lay-
outs may be represented differently than individual ob-
jects. If so, individual object recognition might not bene-
fit from the extraretinal information available during a
viewpoint change.

Alternatively, studies of change detection with object
layouts and studies of navigation and spatial updating all
suggest that extraretinal information plays an important
role in representing and recognizing our surroundings.
Furthermore, some recent studies suggest that object and
layout recognition are similarly affected by display ori-
entation changes. For example, using an old/new recog-
nition task with photographs of object layouts, Diwadkar
and McNamara (1997) found that observers were slower to
recognize the test array the further it was rotated from the
studied view. This result parallels experiments demon-
strating view-dependent recognition of individual ob-
jects (e.g., Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Tarr & Bülthoff,
1995; Tarr & Pinker, 1989). Furthermore, just as in in-
dividual object recognition, receiving multiple views of
an array of objects improves performance (Shelton &
McNamara, 1997). These results suggest the two pro-
cesses may rely on similar types of representations. If so,
then the difference between orientation and viewpoint in
change detection for layouts of objects suggests that ob-
ject recognition performance may similarly be better fol-
lowing viewpoint changes than orientation changes.

The studies reported here tested the possibility that
recognition of individual objects across view changes
would benefit from the extraretinal information provided
by observer movement. No previous studies of object
recognition have addressed this issue—previous studies
typically have focused on the ability to recognize objects
presented in isolation on a computer display. As a result,
such studies can shed light only on object recognition

mechanisms that rely solely on the retinal projection of the
object. That approach can provide insight into the visual
information used for object representations, but models
based solely on such information might have limited ap-
plicability to cases in which other information is available.
The present studies seek to investigate the influence of ex-
traretinal information on object recognition and to test
whether the updating mechanisms discovered in studies of
spatial navigation and layout representation can facilitate
object recognition across viewpoint changes.

In four experiments, we compared the ability to rec-
ognize an individual object across view changes caused
by display rotations and changes caused by observer
movements. In Experiment 1, we compared recognition
of real objects from the same and different views when
the observer remained in the same viewing position dur-
ing study and test. On the basis of earlier object recog-
nition research with similar types of objects rendered on
computer monitors, we expected performance to be dis-
rupted following the orientation change. However, since
most previous studies have relied exclusively on com-
puter displays and have not explored the recognition of
real objects, this experiment provides an important test of
the generalizability of earlier results. Experiment 2 then
tests the possibility that object recognition performance
might be differentially affected by viewpoint and orien-
tation changes of the same magnitude. If recognition de-
pends only on the retinal projection of the object, then
discrimination accuracy should be comparable for
viewer movements and object rotations. However, if ob-
servers rely on extraretinal information for individual
object recognition, performance should be better across
viewpoint changes than across orientation changes. Ex-
periment 3 tested whether the difference in the visual
background is sufficient to account for performance dif-
ferences between the viewpoint change and orientation
change conditions of Experiment 2. Experiment 4 tested
whether the visual background is necessary for the su-
perior performance in the viewpoint change condition.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Apparatus. The experiment was conducted in a small room

using an unpainted, wooden circular table (1.22 m in diameter) oc-
cluded by a screen with two viewing windows (Figure 1). The view-
ing windows were separated by 40º as measured from the center of
the table. From these viewing windows, observers could see the ob-
ject and table against the uniformly painted off-white walls of the
room. They could also see the side of the computer display and the
experimenter. A small transparent plastic rack was f ixed at the cen-
ter of the table, and this rack could hold an object so that it faced
the midpoint between the two viewing windows during the study
period. Objects were composed of three layers of small wooden
blocks (1 cm3 each), which were mounted together on a square
piece of cardboard (Figure 2). The base of each object (closest to
the cardboard) was a created by stacking two 3 3 3 arrays of blocks.
On top of this base were 5 blocks that could be arranged onto any
of the nine positions of the 3 3 3 surface. Also, either 1 or 2 blocks
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were attached to the base on each side of the object. Thus, each ob-
ject shared a base of 18 blocks and differed in the positions of some
of the remaining 11 blocks (each object had a total of 29 blocks).
The objects were thus fairly similar to each other, but still discrim-
inable. A total of 18 pairs of objects were created by matching ob-
jects that were most similar to each other. The two members of a
pair shared the same configuration of blocks on the top surface
(closest to the observer and farthest from the cardboard base), but
the blocks on the sides were in different positions. Thus, the members
of a pair were more similar to each other than to other objects in the
set. Similar pairs were created in order to increase the difficulty of
the object recognition task.1 In the experiment, each of these pairs
was seen four times, with a different edge facing upward for each
of these trials. Thus, the study included a total of 72 (18 3 4) trials.

Procedure. Twenty-two undergraduate students at Harvard Uni-
versity participated in exchange for $8. Each subject participated in
a total of 72 trials, divided equally into two conditions (orientation
and same-view). In both conditions, subjects remained at a single
viewing position throughout the experiment. On each trial, ob-
servers raised a curtain on the viewing window to view a single ob-
ject mounted on the rack at the center of the table. After 3 sec, a
computer-generated beep signaled the observer to lower the curtain.
During the delay interval, the object was either replaced by its
paired object (a different trial) or remained unchanged. After 7 sec,
the computer beeped to signal the observer to raise the curtain to
view the display. Subjects were then asked to write on a response
sheet whether the object was the same object viewed initially or
whether it was a different object.

For half of the trials, the table rotated by 40º during the 7 sec
delay interval (orientation condition). For the other half, the table

remained stationary in front of the observer, so that subjects viewed
the object from the same vantage point (same-view condition). Tri-
als were administered in alternating blocks of six trials (e.g., six
“orientation”  trials and then six “same-view” trials). The block
order was counterbalanced across subjects. A different random
order of same and different trial types was generated for each sub-
ject, and different object pairs were assigned to these same and dif-
ferent trials for each subject.

In order to allow direct comparisons to the performance of ob-
servers in Experiment 2, half of the observers in this experiment (in
both conditions) were asked to take a step to the side and then back
during the delay interval. This movement was designed to make cer-
tain that any differences between viewpoint and orientation changes
did not result from the absence of movement in the orientation con-
dition (Simons & Wang, 1998; Wang & Simons, 1999).

Results
Subjects with overall accuracy (combining the same/

different trials in both conditions) less than chance (50%)
or more than 2 SDs from the group mean were excluded
from the analyses. Data from 2 subjects were eliminated
according to this criterion. We measured performance
using accuracy (the proportion of correct responses, PC)
and A¢ (one measure of the area under the receiver oper-
ating characteristic [ROC] curve; see Green & Swets,
1966; Pollack & Norman, 1964).2

Subjects performed better when the view was the
same at study and test than when there was an orientation

Experimenter

Computer

Object

Screen

Viewing 
windows

Room boundary

40º 

Figure 1. An overhead view of the apparatus for Experiments 1–3.
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change; they were both more accurate and showed better
discrimination performance (Table 1). This difference
was significant for overall accuracy [t(19) = 2.70, p =
.014] and approached significance for A¢ [t(19) = 1.83, p =
.083]. There was no significant effect of stepping to the
side in the orientation condition (mean accuracy differ-
ence = .03; mean A¢ difference = .04; both ts < 1, p > .5).

This result replicates previous studies illustrating
view-dependent recognition performance across orienta-
tion changes and extends such findings from computer-
rendered objects to the recognition of real, 3-D objects,
suggesting that object representations are view depen-
dent. This pattern held even though we used accuracy as
a dependent measure and most object recognition stud-

Initial object

Different object 
Same view

Same object 
Different view

Figure 2. Photographs illustrating the objects used in all four experiments. The top photograph depicts the initial view
of an object. The left photograph shows a different object from the same view and the right photograph shows the ini-
tial object following an orientation change. The textured wooden table shown in the photographs was used in Experi-
ments 1–3. In Experiment 4, the table was painted white.

Table 1
Same View and Orientation Change in Experiment 1

Condition Trial Type Accuracy Mean Accuracy Sensitivity (A¢ ) Criterion (b )

Same view Same .83 0.76 0.83 1.41
Different .68

Orientation
Same .85

0.70 0.79 1.75
Different .55

t-test value t(19) = 2.70, t(19) = 1.83, t(19) = 1.18,
(2-tailed) p = .014 p = .083 p = .252
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ies rely on more sensitive response time measures. The
similarity between our results and earlier studies of ob-
ject recognition also suggests that our experimental pro-
cedure and stimuli are compatible with those used in the
computer-based studies in the literature.

The more interesting question, however, is whether
viewpoint changes of similar size to the orientation
changes in Experiment 1 would produce the same kind of
disruption in object recognition. Studies on the detection
of changes to object layouts produce similar orientation-
dependent recognition, but performance is relatively un-
affected by observer viewpoint changes. However, as
noted earlier, recognition of individual objects may dif-
fer from the detection of changes to layouts of objects. It
remains an empirical question whether the same mecha-
nisms allowing superior performance for viewpoint
changes with spatial layouts of objects will apply to ob-
ject recognition. Experiment 2 addressed this issue by di-
rectly comparing the effects of viewpoint changes with
orientation changes on individual object recognition.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Twenty-one Harvard undergraduate students participated in the

experiment in exchange for $8. The apparatus and procedure of the
second experiment were similar to those of the first experiment, ex-
cept that in place of the same-view condition, we included a view-
point change condition. For half of the 72 trials, observers walked
from one viewing window to the other during the delay interval,
thereby changing their view of the object by 40º (viewpoint condi-
tion). For the remaining trials, subjects stayed at the same viewing
position and the table rotated by 40º during the delay interval (ori-
entation condition). The orientation condition in this experiment
was identical to that of Experiment 1. To control for the possibility
that differences in performance  for viewpoint and orientation
changes might result from the differing amounts of observer move-
ment in the two conditions, half of the subjects in the orientation
condition were instructed to walk halfway to the other viewing po-
sition and then to return to their initial position during the delay in-
terval. Thus, their view of the object was always from the same
viewing position, but they walked approximately the same amount
as subjects in the viewpoint condition.

Results and Discussion
Data from 1 subject were excluded from the analysis

because overall accuracy was more than 2 SDs below the
group mean. For both accuracy and discrimination mea-
surements, observers were better following a viewpoint
change than an orientation change (Table 2). This small

but consistent difference between observer movement and
display rotation was significant for both accuracy [t(19) =
2.53, p = .020] and A¢ [t(19) = 2.54, p = .020]. Most sub-
jects showed better performance in the viewpoint condi-
tion than in the orientation condition (15 for A¢, 12 for
accuracy); a few showed no difference between the con-
ditions (1 for A¢, 5 for accuracy); a few were better in 
the orientation condition (4 for A¢ and 3 for accuracy).
Performance in the orientation condition was not differ-
ent when subjects did or did not step to the side (mean
accuracy difference = .02 in accuracy; mean A¢ differ-
ence = .01; both ts < 1, p > .4). Furthermore, recognition
performance following a viewpoint change was not sig-
nificantly different from the same-view condition of Ex-
periment 1 in which observers received exactly the same
view at study and test (for both accuracy and A¢, t < 1, p >
.4). As in studies of layout change detection, object recog-
nition took advantage of extraretinal information speci-
fying the change in observer viewpoint, and thus was es-
sentially invariant to observer movements.3 Performance
in the orientation change conditions of Experiments 1
and 2 also did not differ (for both accuracy and A¢, t < 1,
p > .3).

However, there is an important difference between the
viewpoint and orientation conditions that could poten-
tially account for these results. Although the magnitude
of the view change and the target itself (the object and
the table) were identical in the two conditions, observers
did receive different views of the room background when
they moved and when the table rotated. That is, in the
orientation condition the background was constant whereas
in the viewpoint condition the background changed due
to the shift in viewing position. Therefore, the two types
of view change were not strictly identical, and the
change of visual background in the viewpoint condition
could have provided useful information about the mag-
nitude of the view change. Experiment 3 tested whether
this difference in the background visual information
available for the view change might account for the rel-
atively better recognition performance following view-
point changes.

EXPERIMENT 3

Method
The design of Experiment 3 precisely replicated that of Experi-

ment 2. However, rather than using real objects on a rotating table,
observers viewed photographs of those objects taken from the ac-

Table 2
Viewpoint and Orientation Change in Experiment 2

Condition Trial Type Accuracy Mean Accuracy Sensitivity (A¢) Criterion (b )

Viewpoint
Same .74

0.77 0.86 1.03
Different .80

Orientation
Same .72

0.73 0.81 1.18
Different .74

t-test value t(19) = 2.53, t(19) = 2.54, t(19) = .84,
(2-tailed) p = .020 p = .020 p = .411
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tual viewing positions. Digital photographs of each object were
taken from each viewing position using a tripod-mounted Nikon
Coolpix 900 digital camera. Although the difference in the back-
ground information available from the two viewpoints was not ex-
tensive in this apparatus, as noted earlier, observers could see the
experimenter and computer more clearly from one viewing posi-
tion than the other, and the corner of the room was visible to ob-
servers from both positions. Note that the wooden texture of the
table rotated with the object so that it provided the same informa-
tion following orientation and viewpoint changes. Although such
images cannot entirely reproduce the information available to an
observer looking through the viewing windows, they did capture
the difference in the background information available following a
viewpoint change.

These 32-bit, 640 3 480 photographs were transferred to a com-
puter and subjects were tested in a different room using an iMac
computer (15-in. monitor). To be certain that the conditions in this
experiment matched those of Experiment 2, the same randomly
generated stimulus orders were used. Prior to viewing the comput-
erized displays, subjects were shown the actual table apparatus and
observed how orientation and viewpoint changes occurred. They
were given the same instructions as subjects in Experiment 2.

Twenty-two Harvard summer school students participated in this
experiment, and each received $5 for participating. On each trial,
subjects viewed a photograph of an object (with the visual back-
ground visible) for 3 sec, followed by a blank screen for 7 sec. Then
another photograph appeared (either the same object or its pair) and
subjects were asked to determine whether the object was the same
or different. This second object was photographed either from a dif-
ferent viewing window while the table was stationary (viewpoint
condition) or from the same viewing window following a table ro-
tation (orientation condition). The second photograph remained on
screen until subjects responded same or different. Again we mea-
sured accuracy and A¢ for both the orientation and viewpoint con-
ditions.

Results and Discussion
Data from 5 subjects were excluded from the analysis

because their overall accuracy (combining both the ori-
entation and the viewpoint conditions) was below chance
(50%). Unlike in Experiment 2, observers were no better
following viewpoint changes than orientation changes
(Table 2).4 Even though the visual information was com-
parable to that of Experiment 2, neither accuracy nor A¢

performance was reliably different for the two types of
change (both ts < 1, p > .5). This result suggests that the
difference in the visual background does not account for
the superior performance in the viewpoint change con-
dition in Experiment 2. Instead, extraretinal information
such as vestibular and proprioceptive information seems
to contribute to performance in the viewpoint condition.
Actual observer movement may be necessary to support
improved recognition following a shift in viewpoint.

EXPERIMENT 4

Experiment 3 showed that visual background alone was
not sufficient to explain the difference in performance be-
tween viewpoint changes and orientation changes. Note,
however, that the design of Experiment 3 did not fully
eliminate the possibility that visual background infor-
mation contributed to performance in the viewpoint con-
dition through an interaction between background infor-
mation and observer movement. To test whether visual
background was necessary for better performance in the
viewpoint change condition, Experiment 4 replaced the
screen used in previous experiments with a uniformly
colored, circular curtain that completely surrounded the
display. With this curtain, the visual background did not
change regardless of the observer’s position. The table in
this experiment was painted white so that the texture un-
derneath the object would be uniform.5 If visual back-
ground information is necessary to specify the viewpoint
change, there should be no difference between the view-
point and orientation conditions when the background is
constant. On the other hand, if visual background is nei-
ther necessary nor sufficient in specifying a viewpoint
change, then Experiment 4 should replicate Experiment 2,
revealing better performance when an observer moves
than when the array rotates.

Method
Except as noted, the materials, design, and procedure were iden-

tical to those of Experiment 2. The apparatus was modified to provide

Object

Circular 
curtain

Viewing 
windows

Experimenter 
& computer

Figure 3. An overhead view of the apparatus for Experiment 4.
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a uniform visual background from all viewing positions (Figure 3).
The same 15 pairs of the objects used in Experiments 1–3 were em-
ployed. Objects were placed in the middle of a wooden rotating
table (1 m diameter, 0.8 m high, painted white), surrounded by a
gray circular curtain (1.9-m diameter) hung from a ring 2.2 m from
the ground. The curtain was made of thick fabric with fine texture,
so that any seams were virtually invisible. Two viewing windows
(each 7 3 5 cm) were cut from the curtain, 1.1 m from the ground
and 75º apart, as measured from the center of the table. The appa-
ratus was illuminated by uniform, indirect light so that the objects
would produce no shadows.

Sixteen undergraduate students from an introductory psychology
class at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign participated
in the study for course credit. Each subject completed two practice
trials, one in the viewpoint condition and one in the orientation con-
dition. The goal of these practice trials was to familiarize subjects
with the procedure, but not with the objects. Consequently, crum-
pled paper was used in place of the objects on these trials. Follow-
ing the practice trials, subjects completed 72 test trials, divided into
12 blocks of 6 trials each. Half of the blocks were assigned to the
viewpoint condition. For these blocks, subjects walked to a differ-
ent viewing window during the 7-sec interval between study and
test and the table remained stationary (a viewpoint change of 75º).
The other half of the blocks were assigned to the orientation condi-
tion. For these blocks, subjects walked halfway toward the other
viewing window and then returned to the original viewing position,
and during the delay, the table rotated by 75º. Thus, both the change
to the retinal projections of the test objects and the appearance of
the visual background were identical in the two conditions. In each
condition half of the trials involved an object change and the other
half had no change. The order of all trials and blocks were ran-
domized for each subject. As in the previous experiments, subjects
were informed of the condition before each block.

Results and Discussion
Experiment 4 essentially replicated Experiment 2,

with better performance in the viewpoint condition than
in the orientation condition. The results were consistent
in the face of several changes to the procedure, includ-
ing the use of uniform visual background, a larger view
change (75º instead of 40º), and a randomized order of

blocks rather than alternation (Table 3). As in Experi-
ment 2, subjects were more accurate [t(15) = 2.39, p =
.030] and more sensitive [A¢: t(15) = 2.15, p = .048]
when the view change was caused by their movements
than when the view change was caused by a display ro-
tation. Of the 16 subjects, 11 (69%) performed better in
the viewpoint condition than in the orientation condition.
These results suggest that a change in the visual back-
ground is not needed for better performance in the view-
point change condition and that the advantage for view-
point over orientation changes holds even for somewhat
larger changes.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Individual object recognition is better following a
viewpoint change than a display orientation change, and
differences in the visual background information avail-
able following viewpoint and orientation changes do not
appear to account for the difference in performance. As
in previous studies of layout change detection, this dif-
ference appears to depend on an updating process that is
available when observers move, but unavailable when
the display rotates.

Traditional models of object recognition, at least in their
current forms, cannot account for this difference be-
tween types of view change. Neither structural descrip-
tion nor alignment models of object recognition would
predict that viewpoint changes and orientation changes
of identical magnitude would differentially affect indi-
vidual object recognition. Neither approach has incor-
porated the potential influence of extraretinal informa-
tion into the recognition process. In essence, these
models have considered only the change to the retinal
projection resulting from the rotation of an object in
front of a stationary observer. Thus, this difference be-
tween orientation and viewpoint leads us to question a

Table 3
Viewpoint and Orientation Change in Experiment 3

Condition Trial Type Accuracy Mean Accuracy Sensitivity (A¢) Criterion (b )

Viewpoint
Same .78

0.67 0.76 1.35Different .56

Orientation Same .75 0.67 0.75 1.12
Different .59

t-test value t(16) = 0, t(16) = .46, t(16) = 2.94,
(2-tailed) p = 1 p = .652 p = .010

Table 4
Viewpoint and Orientation Change With Uniform Background in Experiment 4

Condition Trial Type Accuracy Mean Accuracy Sensitivity (A¢) Criterion (b )

Viewpoint Same .83 0.73 0.80 1.52
Different .62

Orientation
Same .80

0.67 0.75 1.30
Different .54

t-test value t(15) = 2.39, t(15) = 2.15, t(15) = 1.07,
(2-tailed) p = .030 p = .048 p = .302
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basic assumption underlying work on the sensitivity of
object recognition to view changes: namely, that object
orientation can serve as a proxy for observer viewpoint.

More specifically, difference between orientation and
viewpoint changes in individual object recognition are dif-
ficult to reconcile with models positing view-independent
object representations. Such models could explain
orientation-dependent recognition by appealing to the
internal similarity of the stimulus set (e.g., Biederman &
Gerhardstein, 1993). However, in so doing, they would
have difficulty explaining the relatively diminished view-
dependence given observer movement. Similarly, if such
models note the relative view independence with observer
movement as evidence in support of view-independent
representations, then they must somehow explain the
view-dependent performance with display rotations.

A difference between orientation and viewpoint
changes might be somewhat easier to reconcile with
models in which object representations are view depen-
dent. However, no existing models incorporate a mech-
anism that allows representations to be updated for ob-
server movement after a single view. Such models often
posit interpolation between views as well as a graded de-
crease in performance as the test view deviates from the
studied view. Consequently, they predict view-dependent
performance across orientation changes. However,
viewpoint changes include the same deviation from the
studied view and consequently should succumb to the
same decline in performance. Thus, a difference between
viewpoint and orientation either would require addi-
tional updating mechanisms to be incorporated into
models based on view-dependent representations or
would require some means by which view-independent
representations could be moderated by movement.

The results of Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that some-
thing about observer movement contributes to the dif-
ference between performance for viewpoint and orienta-
tion changes. This f inding is consistent with earlier
evidence that layout recognition continues to show a
viewpoint advantage even when the retinal projections
of the orientation and viewpoint changes are precisely
equated (by using phosphorescent objects in a dark room).
In Experiment 3, extraretinal influences were eliminated
by presenting photographs of the displays on a computer
monitor, and the difference in performance between view-
point and orientation changes was eliminated. In Exper-
iment 4, visual background was precisely matched so
that the two conditions differed only in extraretinal in-
formation, and performance was higher in the viewpoint
condition than in the orientation condition. Together,
these findings strongly suggest that the difference be-
tween viewpoint and orientation is at least partially due to
extraretinal influences on object recognition.

However, these data do not exclude the possibility that
visual background information could be used to facili-
tate object recognition. The visual background in our ap-
paratus was not very salient and did not seem to account

for the different performance between viewpoint and ori-
entation change conditions. Nevertheless, when made
salient enough, visual background can potentially be a
useful source of information to help object recognition
(Christou & Bülthoff, 1997). Although the contribution
of scene context information to the processing of indi-
vidual objects is not entirely clear (Hollingworth & Hen-
derson, 1998), our data do not eliminate the possibility
that observers can flexibly use other available informa-
tion in object recognition.

These studies of individual object recognition illus-
trate the importance of considering the conditions under
which object recognition naturally occurs. Studies pre-
senting objects in isolation on a computer display would
be unlikely to discover differences between viewpoint
and orientation or effects of background information. By
looking at object recognition in a real-world context, we
can gain a better appreciation for the mechanisms un-
derlying our ability to recognize the same object from
varying perspectives.
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NOTES

1. The objects used in this experiment are novel and highly similar to
each other. It is possible, perhaps likely, that more naturalistic objects
would not be subject to the sorts of view dependence explored in these
experiments. Objects that are more easily discriminable in terms of their
distinctive parts show less view dependence (e.g., Biederman & Ger-
hardstein, 1993), and familiar objects might show even less view de-
pendence. If we used objects that could be recognized equally well from
all views, then we could not test the distinction between orientation and
viewpoint. Our goal was to use a set of stimuli that would produce view-
dependent recognition when rotated. We intentionally chose novel objects
that were highly similar to each other so that recognition performance
across views would be difficult. This set of stimuli allows us to explore
differences in the degree of view dependence as opposed to simply
looking for whether recognition is view dependent at all.

2. Because d¢ assumes normal distribution and the underlying distri-
bution is unknown, we used the nonparametric A¢ as a measure of sen-
sitivity; d¢ gave essentially the same results in all three experiments. For
specific comparisons of accuracy and of A¢ values, we used t tests. How-
ever, the nonparametric equivalents of t tests (e.g., Wilcoxon tests) gave
the same results.

3. Note that the cross-experiment comparison involves different
groups of subjects, so the power to reveal a difference might be somewhat
reduced. The between-subjects nature of this comparison somewhat
tempers the claim that observer movement has no effect on performance,
although it is consistent with some previous work on layout change de-
tection (Simons & Wang, 1998). Note, however, that this comparison is
not central to the primary claims of the paper. The comparison only tests
whether updating is 100% effective, which we doubt would be true in
most cases.

4. The performance was a little worse overall than that in Experiment 2,
but the difference in the orientation change conditions of Experiments 2
and 3 was not significant [for accuracy, t(35) = 1.04, p = .305; for A¢,
t(35) = 1.41, p = .167]. The difference in the viewpoint conditions of
Experiments 2 and 3 was highly significant [for accuracy, t(35) = 2.66,
p = .012; for A¢, t(35) = 2.35, p = .024]. The slight decrease in the over-
all performance may be due to the quality of visual information (e.g.,
depth, resolution, contrast and luminance, etc.) in a computer display.

5. Note that the table’s texture could not have contributed to differ-
ential performance in the earlier experiments because the table rotated
with the object in both orientation and viewpoint changes.
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